Roads cover a significant fraction of the land area in many municipalities. The public provision of roads means this land is exempt from the local property tax. Transferring roads from public to private ownership would not only remove maintenance costs from city budgets, but increase potential property tax revenue as well. This paper calculates the value of the land occupied by roads in sample cities and determines the potential revenue increase if they were subject to property tax. Further calculation computes the extent to which the property tax rate could be reduced if the land value of roads were added to the tax base. Property tax on privatized roads could generate meaningful revenue, but a corresponding reduction in rate for existing property would be small.
INTRODUCTION
option has recently increased. Historically, privately-run toll roads were much more common, but for privatizing is that a for-profit business would have a greater incentive to minimize cost and 26 operate efficiently than a government agency. Gómez-Ibáñez et al (2) concluded that taxpayers 27 would come out ahead in such an arrangement, with operating companies contributing increased 28 federal and state income taxes and using taxable financing for construction. operate-transfer business model has been considered, in which a private company would build the 33 facility, operate and maintain it for a specified time period, and then turn it over to a public agency has the electronic toll-collection technology advanced to the point that charging for minor streets 39 has become a possibility.
40
A comprehensive discussion of road privatization is provided by Roth (6) . The author notes 41 the separation evident in the public sector between funding and responsibility for maintenance and 42 safety. In contrast, a private operator would incur all liabilities in exchange for the ability to retain needs for improvement and more efficient investments. However, in the epilogue, Friedman and 1 Boorstin (7) add that these improvements would be much more difficult to realize on intra-city 2 networks than on longer-distance routes. The logistics of charging for use are more challenging, 3 and the natural monopoly of a precise route plays a greater role when access to parcels takes 4 precedence over traffic throughput.
5
Private operation of transportation facilities would be most successful in the presence of compe-6 tition. This is observed when a toll highway runs parallel to a public road, and users can determine 7 whether they value the likely faster trip on the toll road enough to justify paying the toll. The effect 8 would be even more pronounced if multiple toll facilities were to function as substitutes, compet-9 ing on price or quality of service. This is one reason that privatizing major highways may be more 10 acceptable and more successful than privatizing an entire network of municipal roads. If all major 11 highways were tolled and all local roads remained free, users unwilling to pay the toll would still 12 have options. If all roads within a city were controlled by a single private operator, users would 13 have no choice but to pay whatever the operator felt it could charge, and the operator's incentive to 14 maximize network efficiency would disappear.
15

REVENUE POSSIBILITIES FOR SAMPLE CITIES
16
The purpose of this paper is to determine just how much revenue sample cities would be able percentage of total property value in each block that is land value was estimated, and then applied 25 to the estimated total property value in the parcel data set. Property tax rates were obtained from 26 the respective county assessment offices online.
27
The land areas covered by roads and rights-of-way were calculated for each city for all types of files do not match exactly, some odd, narrow areas remained at the edges of lakes and rivers after 37 this step. Many of these were removed by hand, but enough uncertainty remained in rural areas 38 that the result was not reliable. In response to this issue, townships were removed from the analysis 39 and only incorporated cities in the three counties named above were retained. After subtracting 40 railroad rights-of-way and parks not included in either of the previous subtractions, the remaining 41 areas were considered reasonable estimates of the area in each census block devoted to streets and 42 roads.
43
The block-level estimates of land value per square meter were then applied to the areas of roads in each block. The resulting values were then summed across each city, and multiplied by the mu-1 nicipal property tax rates. In Minnesota, the stated rates are assessed on the tax capacity of each 2 parcel of land. The formula used to determine tax capacity varies by type of property, and in this 3 case roads are assumed to fall into the category for commercial, industrial and utility establish- 
6
T ax capacity = 1.50% * f irst $150, 000 + 2.00% * remaining value
In order to apply this formula to the calculation, the roads are assumed to operate as one 7 business entity within each city. Therefore, in each city, the tax capacity of the road enterprise was 8 calculated as 1.50% of the first $150,000 in land value and 2.00% of the value above $150,000.
9
In most of the cities in the analysis, the value of roads and highways far exceeded that amount.
10
Results of the calculations for sample cities are presented in Table 1 . The selection allows for a 11 varied mixture of large, central cities and inner and outer suburbs, as well as a wide range of tax 12 rates and proportions of city area covered by roads.
13
A city evaluating the revenue potential of property taxes on privatized roads would need to create a welfare gain (10) . However, the benefit would not be spread evenly across the city, and 20 areas near downtown with more existing congestion would experience a loss due to higher tolls. To 21 maintain overall economic efficiency, the revenue should be used for public benefit in some way.
22
Reinvestment of the proceeds in transportation is not necessary, and they should not be returned to 23 users based on how much they paid (11). The Austin simulation concluded that if the receipts were 24 distributed evenly, any welfare losses would become gains for residents in all parts of the city.
25
Land use effects may be less pronounced and would take longer to appear. Employment and 26 population could be expected to fall in dense central areas and become more evenly dispersed (10) .
27
Density in inner-ring suburbs is likely to increase, while the increased cost of travel would lead connectivity would affect the ultimate taxable value of the road enterprise and adjacent parcels.
35
POTENTIAL PROPERTY TAX RELIEF
36
One way to equitably distribute the extra revenue collected by adding the areas of roads and high-37 ways in the city to the property tax rolls would be to reduce the property tax rate for some or all 38 types of property in the city. In fact, this may be the most politically popular use of the funds if The first step in this procedure was to determine the revenue collected from taxable property 2 in each city. This was accomplished using a GIS and data layers of parcels, land uses and city 3 limits. The land use categories were aggregated into single-family and multi-family residential, 4 commercial and industrial, and institutional groups. Properties that did not fall into a residential 5 or business group, such as churches, schools and parks, were assumed to be exempt from property 6 tax. The parcel data include estimated market values for each property. These were totaled for 7 each land use in each city.
8
The tax capacity formula for commercial property shown above was used once more, and the 9 formula for residential property is given by Equations 2 and 3. The calculation shown for multi-10 family housing is used for properties with four or more units. This is assumed here to apply across 11 the board for all properties within multi-unit land use zones. Total current revenue was calculated 12 by applying the tax rate to the total tax capacity in each city. To determine the reduction possible 13 with the addition of tax on roads and highways, their tax capacity was added to the totals, and the 14 revenue total was divided by the result.
15
T ax capacity SF = 1.00% * f irst $500, 000 + 1.25% * remaining value (2)
16
T ax capacity M F = 1.25% * total value
The results of the calculations are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . It can be seen that although the The results show that several municipalities in the Twin Cities area would be able to increase 27 property tax revenue substantially if roads within the city limits were privatized and made taxable.
28
Even if only major highways were included, which might be a more likely scenario, some cities 
